Something to tell about the Covid-19 Pandemic

During these few months of the pandemic, I’ve heard some news reporting how Asians, especially Chinese being treated. I know that there are people, all over the world, criticizing Chinese for spreading Covid-19. There were also Chinese and other Asians being hurt physically very seriously, or even killed because of the rage people have towards Asians. I’m sorry for the victims. It made me sadder when I think of these people, that they can be a very loved parent and kid to a family. I think future days are becoming harder for both Chinese and Chinese Americans due to this pandemic, because there will always be people consider us as the assailants like we created this pandemic and spread it intentionally. Though, I do hope this is just my worst scenario and it will never happen.

Therefore, if there is one thing I would like to tell people from the past and the future, I guess I will tell them that whatever it’s Asians or Asian American, or any other ethnic groups in the world, we are all victims from the global pandemic. Pointing finger and spreading the angry toward a certain ethnic group is the worst thing to do under such a panicking and difficult time. We should never beat any people because of the pandemic. We should beat the pandemic instead!